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                    Abstract
The paper analytically explores the optimal allocation of investments into mitigation and environmental adaptation against climate change damages at a macroeconomic level. The economic-environmental model is formulated as a social planner problem where adaptation and abatement investments are separate decision variables. The existence of a unique steady state is proven. A comparative static analysis of optimal investments leads to essential implications for associated long-term environmental policies. It is shown that the optimal policy mix between adaptation and mitigation is lower for countries with higher economic efficiency for all applicable parameter ranges. Data calibration and numerical simulations are provided to estimate practical validity of theoretical outcomes.
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                    Notes
	There exists a difference between mitigation and abatement: the former refers to a reduction in net emissions of greenhouse gases while the latter refers to a reduction in gross emissions. Most theoretical models integrate only emission abatement opportunities (i.e. no sinks). This will also be the case in this paper.


	Two other options, carbon sequestration and geo-engineering, are also available but their potential contribution to solving the problem of global warming is less certain (see IPCC 2007).


	For a synthesis of current works devoted to abatement scenarios, see the Energy Modeling Forum 22 in the special issue of Energy Economics, 31, 2009.


	For a policy agenda update, see the UNFCCC web page devoted to adaptation: http://unfccc.int/adaptation.


	During the UNFCCC Copenhagen conference, and at COP17 in Durban, one of the hottest policy questions was funding of adaptation in developing countries and the required financial transfers from industrialized ones.


	Thus, \(P\) represents the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. For simplification, we shall consider this as a proxy to temperature increase, the latter is the real (though also approximate) causal factor for climate change welfare losses. This approximation is acceptable as temperature increase depends on the concentration of greenhouse gases, with some lags. See the fourth report of IPCC (2007).


	Smulders and Gradus (1996) also consider a more general polluting model as the flow \(Y^{\varpi }B^{-\lambda },\lambda >\varpi \).


	We are thankful to the anonymous reviewer for this observation.


	Two main determinants of differences in discounting are usually considered to be wealth (or income) and risk—wealth decreases the discount rate while risk increases it. There exist several empirical evidence supporting the idea that the rich are more patient than the poor, e.g., Lawrence (1991), Samwick (1998), Harrison et al. (2002), Carvalho (2010). For example, the results by Carvalho (2010) indicate that poor rural households in Mexico are very impatient. His benchmark estimates for the annual discount factor range from 0.08 to 0.70. Moreover, for almost all model specifications he rules out at a 1 % significance level any annual discount factor above 0.90. In the meantime, the estimates for much wealthier households in the United States range from 0.92 to 0.99 and concentrate around 0.95. Another empirical validation is provided by Fielding and Torres (2009). They estimate the strength of the relationship between several factors, including wealth, for 41 countries, taking income differences into account. Their results are robust across countries.


	If we choose \(B\) as a control and \(C\) as a state variable, all qualitative results remain the same.


	Stokey (1998) considers a CRRA utility of consumption rather than the logarithmic one.


	Similar qualitative dynamics of economic and environmental parameters are common in the economic-environmental models available in the literature, even when a much more detailed description of pollution accumulation and assimilation is considered (see, e.g., Toman and Withagen 2000).


	The three main greenhouse gases have the following lifetime in the atmosphere: carbon dioxide (\(\text{ CO}_{2})\): 100–150 years, methane (\(\text{ CH}_{4})\): 10 years, nitrous oxide (\(\text{ N}_{2}\)O): 100 years (IPCC 2007).


	It matches the result of Smulders and Gradus (1996) that “...an increase in environmental care is associated with an increase in growth”, but it is also questioned by Prieur and Bréchet (2012) in a different setting.


	Here and thereafter, the notation \(f(\varepsilon )\cong g(\varepsilon )\) means that \(f (\varepsilon )= g(\varepsilon )[1+o(\varepsilon )]\) for some small parameter \(0<\varepsilon \ll \) and \(f(\varepsilon )\rightarrow g(\varepsilon )\) when \(\varepsilon \rightarrow 0\).


	In practice, the notation \(\gg \) (“much greater than”) means that one value is larger than another by a factor of 100 or larger (by two or more orders of magnitude).


	As IPCC (2007) states, extreme events are becoming more frequent and temperature increase is going faster than expected.


	The optimal adaptation \(D\) is always positive at \(\gamma =0\) when the abatement \(B\) does not impact the pollution level.


	Or Giga tons of carbon.


	Nordhaus’ documentation is available on his web site: http://nordhaus.econ.yale.edu.


	Let us recall that \([a]=(10^{9}\$)^{-1}\).
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Analysis of Model (7)–(10)
1.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Let us analyze the possibility of a steady state
$$\begin{aligned} K\left( t \right)=\bar{{K}},\quad C\left( t \right)=\bar{{C}},\quad B\left( t \right)=\bar{{B}},\quad P\left( t \right)=\bar{{P}}. \end{aligned}$$

                    (61)
                

in the model (7)–(10). The substitution of (61) into (18)–(21) leads to
$$\begin{aligned}&A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }=\delta \bar{{K}}+\bar{{B}}+\bar{{C}},\quad \alpha A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha -1}-\alpha \frac{\bar{{B}}}{\bar{{K}}}=\delta +\rho , \quad \delta _P \bar{{P}}=\gamma A\frac{\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }}{\bar{{B}}}, \end{aligned}$$

                    (62)
                


                    $$\begin{aligned}&\eta \bar{{P}}^{\mu }=\frac{\bar{{B}}^{2}(\rho +\delta _P )}{\gamma A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }\bar{{C}}}. \end{aligned}$$

                    (63)
                

Using (62) we express the steady state \(\bar{{B}},\;\bar{{C}}\), and \(\bar{{P}}\) in the terms of \(\bar{{K}}\) as (22)–(24). Substituting these formulas into (63), we obtain the following equation for \(\bar{{K}}\):
$$\begin{aligned} \eta \frac{\gamma ^{\mu +1}A^{\mu +1}}{\delta _P ^{\mu }}\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }[\rho +\delta (1-\alpha )]=\alpha (\rho +\delta _P )[A-\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }(\delta +\rho )/\alpha ]^{2+\mu }. \end{aligned}$$

                    (64)
                

To show that (64) has a unique solution, let us introduce the new unknown variable \(x=\frac{\delta +\rho }{\alpha A}\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }\) and use notation (27) for the parameter \(\kappa \), Then Eq. (64) takes the following dimensionless form:
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{(1-x)^{2+\mu }}{x}=\kappa . \end{aligned}$$

                    (65)
                


                    Fig. 6
The point \(x^*\) is the unique solution of the nonlinear Eq. (65). The strictly decreasing function \(y=F(x)\) represents the left-hand side of (65) and the horizontal line \(y=\kappa >0\) is its right-hand side
                          


Full size image


                  It is easy to see that Eq. (65) has a unique solution \(x^*,\,0<x^*<1\). Indeed, the left-hand side \(F(x)=\frac{(1-x)^{2+\mu }}{x}\) of (65) strictly decreases from \(\infty \) at \(x\)=0 to \(F(1)=0\) and intersects the horizontal line \(G(x)=\kappa >0\) at some point \(x^*\) (see Fig. 6). Then, Eq. (64), or (25) in the theorem, has a unique solution \(\bar{{K}},0<\bar{{K}}<({\alpha A/(\delta +\rho )})^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}\). \(\square \)
                  
Proof of Formulas (28)–(29)
For the purposes of our future analysis, we need an approximate analytic solution of (64). Let us consider two situations when it is possible.

                  Case 1: the parameter \(\kappa \) is large, \(\kappa \gg 1\). Then, presenting (65) as \(\kappa x=(1-x)^{2+\mu }\), we see that \(0<x\ll 1\). Using the Taylor expansion of \((1-x)^{2+\mu }\), we obtain \(\kappa x=1-(\mu +2)x+o(x)\) or \(x=\frac{1}{\kappa +\mu +2}+o(x)=\frac{1}{\kappa }+o(x,\kappa ^{-1})\) or \(x\cong \frac{1}{\kappa }\), which justifies (28). The condition \(\kappa \gg 1\) can be replaced with \(\eta \gamma ^{\mu +1}\gg (\rho +\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\mu }\) because the parameter \(\alpha \) is fixed and \(\alpha <1\) (in real economies, \(\alpha \approx 0.8)\).

                  Case 2: the parameter \(\kappa \) is small, \(\kappa \ll 1\). Then, rewriting (65) as \(\frac{z^{2+\mu }}{1-z}=\kappa \) with respect to the unknown \(z=1-x\), we see that \(z\ll 1\). Using the Taylor expansion of \((1-z)^{-1}\), we obtain that \(z^{\mu +2}[1+O(z)]=\kappa \) or \(z\cong \kappa ^{1/(\mu +2)}\), which leads to (29). \(\square \)
                
Appendix 2: Analysis of Model (1)–(6) with Adaptation
1.1 Proof of Proposition 2
With no capital depreciation, \(\delta =0\), equalities (39)–(43) produce the following equations
$$\begin{aligned}&A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }=\bar{{B}}+\bar{{C}}, \quad \alpha A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha -1}-\alpha \frac{\bar{{B}}}{\bar{{K}}}=\rho , \quad \delta _P \bar{{P}}=\gamma \frac{A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }}{\bar{{B}}}, \end{aligned}$$

                    (66)
                


                    $$\begin{aligned}&\eta (\bar{{D}})\bar{{P}}^{\mu }=\frac{\bar{{B}}^{2}}{\gamma A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha }\bar{{C}}}(\delta _P +\rho ), \end{aligned}$$

                    (67)
                


                    $$\begin{aligned}&-\eta ^{\prime }(\bar{{D}})\frac{\bar{{P}}^{\mu +1}}{\mu +1}=\frac{\rho }{\bar{{C}}} \end{aligned}$$

                    (68)
                

for the steady state \(K\left( t \right)=\bar{{K}},C\left( t \right)=\bar{{C}},B\left( t \right)=\bar{{B}},P\left( t \right)=\bar{{P}},D\left( t \right)=\bar{{D}}\). The explicit formulas (46)–(48) are obtained from (66). Combining (46)–(48) and (67), we can write the following nonlinear equation
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{(A-\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }\rho /\alpha )^{2+\mu }}{\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }}=\frac{\rho \gamma ^{1+\mu }A^{1+\mu }}{\alpha (\delta _P +\rho )\delta _P ^{\mu }}\eta (\bar{{D}}), \end{aligned}$$

                    (69)
                

where \(\bar{{D}}\) should be found from the nonlinear Eq. (68). Combination of (44) and (69) gives (49).Then, differentiating (44) and using (68) and (48) we obtain (50).
Let us notice that \(\bar{{C}}\rightarrow 0\) by (47) and \(\bar{{P}}\rightarrow \gamma /\delta _P \) by (48) as \(\bar{{K}} \rightarrow 0\). Since \(-b\le \eta ^{\prime }(D)<0\) by (44), the Eq. (68) cannot have a solution \(\bar{{D}}>\)0 for small values of \(\bar{{K}}\). It means that the extremum condition (43) for the interior optimal \(\bar{{D}}>\)0 is not satisfied and the optimal \(\bar{{D}}\) is boundary, that is,\(\bar{{D}}=0\), for small \(\bar{{K}}\). Hence, there is no adaptation (\(\bar{{D}}=0\)) and \(\eta (D)=\eta (0)=\bar{{\eta }}\) in (69) for some small \(\bar{{K}}>0\). In this case, Eq. (69) has the unique positive solution \(\bar{{K}}\), which satisfies the approximate formulas (28)–(29) at \(\eta =\bar{{\eta }}\) [as the similar Eq. (25)]. \(\square \)
                  
1.2 Proof of Proposition 3
Let us analyze the possibility whether Eq. (68) can have a solution \(\bar{{D}}>0\). Let (68) hold a priori. Then from equations (44), (46)–(48), and (68) we get
$$\begin{aligned} be^{-a\bar{{D}}}\frac{\gamma ^{\mu +1}}{\alpha \delta _P ^{\mu +1}(\mu +1)}=\frac{(1-\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }\rho /(A\alpha ))^{\mu +1}}{\bar{{K}}}. \end{aligned}$$

                    (70)
                

and, substituting (70) into (45),
$$\begin{aligned} \eta (\bar{{D}})\mathop =\limits ^{def} \hat{{\eta }}(\bar{{K}})=\underline{\eta }+\frac{\alpha \delta _P ^{\mu +1}(\mu +1)(1-\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }\rho /(A\alpha ))^{1+\mu }}{a\gamma ^{\mu +1}\bar{{K}}}\le \bar{{\eta }}. \end{aligned}$$

                    (71)
                

As in Appendix 1, we use dimensionless variables to simplify the further analysis. Substituting (71) into (69) and using the unknown \(x=\frac{\rho }{\alpha A}\bar{{K}}^{1-\alpha }\) and the parameter
$$\begin{aligned} \underline{\kappa }=\frac{\underline{\eta }\gamma ^{1+\mu }}{(\delta _P +\rho )\delta _P ^{\mu }}, \end{aligned}$$

                    (72)
                

we obtain one dimensionless equation
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{(1-x)^{2+\mu }}{x}=\underline{\kappa }+\frac{\alpha \delta _P (\mu +1)}{a(\delta _P +\rho )(\alpha A/\rho )^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\frac{(1-x)^{1+\mu }}{x^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}} \end{aligned}$$

                    (73)
                

with respect to the optimal value \(x^*,\; 0<x^*<1\). The left-hand function \(F(x)=\frac{(1-x)^{2+\mu }}{x}\) strictly decreases from \(\infty \) at \(x=0\) to \(F(1)=0\) and is the same as in Eq. (65). The right-hand function
$$\begin{aligned} G(x)=\underline{\kappa }+\frac{\alpha \delta _P (\mu +1)}{a(\delta _P +\rho )(\alpha A/\rho )^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\frac{(1-x)^{1+\mu }}{x^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}} \end{aligned}$$

                    (74)
                

strictly decreases from \(\infty \) at \(x=0\) to \(\underline{\kappa }\) at \(x=1\) (see Fig. 4). Moreover, \(G(x)\le \bar{{\kappa }}\) by inequality (71), where \(\bar{{\kappa }}=\frac{\bar{{\eta }}\gamma ^{1+\mu }}{(\delta _P +\rho )\delta _P ^{\mu }}\). Therefore, we are interested only in solutions \(x^*\) from the interval [\(x_{cr},1\)], where \(x_{cr}>0\) is such that \(G(x_{cr})=F(x_{cr})=\bar{{\kappa }}\). So, the value \(x_{cr}\) is the solution of the equation
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{(1-x)^{1+\mu }}{x^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}=\bar{{\kappa }} \end{aligned}$$

                    (75)
                


                    Fig. 7
The decreasing function \(y=F(x)\) represents the left-hand side of the nonlinear Eq. (73) and the decreasing function \({y=G(x)}\) represents its right-hand side (74). Their intersection point \({x^*}\) is the unique solution of the equation under condition (76). The dotted curve show the case when \(G(x)\) is close to \({\underline{\kappa }}\) near \({x^{*}}\) (then \({x^{*}}\) is given by the approximate formula (58)). The gray function \(y=G(x)\) demonstrates the situation when condition (76) fails
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                  It is easy to see that the functions \(F(x)\) and \(G(x)\) intersect at \(x^*\ge x_{cr}\) and the Eq. (73) has a unique solution \(x_{cr}\le x^*<1\), if and only if
                    \(G(x_{cr}) \le \bar{{\kappa }}\)(see Fig. 7) or
$$\begin{aligned} a(\bar{{\kappa }}-\underline{\kappa })\ge \frac{\alpha \delta _P (\mu +1)}{(\delta _P +\rho )(\alpha A/\rho )^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\frac{(1-x_{cr} )^{1+\mu }}{x_{cr} ^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}} \end{aligned}$$

                    (76)
                

To obtain a priori condition for the solvability of Eq. (73) in the terms of given model parameters, let us consider the special case \(\bar{{\kappa }}\gg 1\) (Case 1 of Sect. 3). Then, the Eq. (75) has the approximate solution \(x_{cr} \approx \bar{{\kappa }}^{-1}\). Its substitution into (76) leads to \(a(\bar{{\kappa }}-\underline{\kappa })\ge \frac{\alpha \delta _P (\mu +1)\bar{{\kappa }}^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}{(\delta _P +\rho )(\alpha A/\rho )^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\), and, after routine transformations, to
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{A}{\rho }a^{1-\alpha }\left( {1-\frac{\underline{\kappa }}{\bar{{\kappa }}}} \right)^{1-\alpha }\ge \bar{{\kappa }}^{\alpha }\frac{(\mu +1)^{1-\alpha }}{(1+\rho /\delta _P )^{1-\alpha }\alpha ^{\alpha }}, \end{aligned}$$

which gives the formula (52) in the terms of the original parameters \(\bar{{\eta }},A, \gamma \) and \(\delta _{P}\).
This concludes the proof.\(\square \)
                  
1.3 Proof of formulas (58)–(59)
To find an approximate explicit formula for \(x\) and \(\bar{{K}}\), we assume that
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{\alpha \delta _P (\mu +1)}{a(\delta _P +\rho )(\alpha A/\rho )^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\frac{(1-x*)^{1+\mu }}{x*^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\ll \underline{\kappa }, \end{aligned}$$

                    (77)
                

that is, \(G(x^*)=\underline{\kappa }+o(\underline{\kappa })\) (see Fig. 7). Then, Eq. (73) becomes
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{(1-x)^{2+\mu }}{x}+o\left(x^{-1}\right)=\underline{\kappa }, \end{aligned}$$

                    (78)
                

which is Eq. (65). To obtain its approximate solution, let us assume additionally that \(\underline{\kappa }\gg 1\). Then, as shown in Sect. 3, Eq. (78) has the unique positive solution \(x^*\cong \underline{\kappa }^{-1}\), that leads to formula (58). Finally, substituting \(x^*\cong \underline{\kappa }^{-1}\) and (72) into the inequality (77) and combining the obtained result with \(\underline{\kappa }\gg 1\), we get the condition (56). The approximate formula (59) for \(\bar{{D}}\) follows from substituting (58) into (53) and the condition \(x^*\ll 1\).\(\square \)
                  
1.4 Proof of Corollary 3
Using (46) and (58), we represent the ratio\(\bar{{B}}/\bar{{K}}\)as
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{\bar{{B}}}{\bar{{K}}}=A\bar{{K}}^{\alpha -1}-\rho /\alpha \cong A\left[ {\frac{\alpha A(\rho +\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\mu }}{\underline{\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\mu +1}}} \right]^{\frac{\alpha -1}{1-\alpha }}-\rho /\alpha =\frac{\underline{\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\mu +1}}{\alpha (\rho +\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\mu }}-\rho /\alpha , \end{aligned}$$

that justify the first part of Corollary 3.
In order to prove part (ii) of Corollary 3, we analyze the ratio \(\bar{{D}}/\bar{{B}}\) obtained from (46), (58), and (59). First of all, (59) is valid if \(\left( {\frac{M_\eta }{\mu +1}} \right)^{1-\alpha }\frac{A(\rho +\delta _P )\alpha ^{\alpha }}{\underline{\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\alpha (\mu +1)}\delta _P ^{1-\alpha (\mu +1)}}>1\), that is,
$$\begin{aligned} A>\frac{\underline{\eta }\rho }{(1+\rho /\delta _P )\alpha ^{\alpha }}\left( {\frac{\mu +1}{M_\eta }} \right)^{1-\alpha }\left( {\frac{\gamma }{\delta _P }} \right)^{\alpha (\mu +1)}=A_c. \end{aligned}$$

                    (79)
                

The last relation is the first formula (60). If (79) is not satisfied, then \(\bar{{D}}=0\). Otherwise,
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{\bar{{D}}}{\bar{{B}}}\cong \frac{\underline{(\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\mu +1})^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}}{a(1-\alpha )\alpha ^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}((\rho +\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\mu })^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}A^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha }}}\ln \left[ {\left( {\frac{M_\eta }{\mu +1}} \right)^{1-\alpha }\frac{(1+\rho /\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\alpha (\mu +1)}\alpha ^{\alpha }}{\underline{\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\alpha (\mu +1)}}A} \right]. \end{aligned}$$

To investigate the monotonicity of the ratio \(\bar{{D}}/\bar{{B}}\), let us look at its first derivative in \(A\):
$$\begin{aligned} \left({\frac{\bar{{D}}}{\bar{{B}}}} \right)_A^{\prime }&\cong \frac{\underline{(\eta }\rho \gamma ^{\mu +1})^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}}{a(1-\alpha )\alpha ^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}((\rho +\delta _P )\delta _P ^{\mu })^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}} \\&\times \frac{A^{\frac{\alpha }{1-\alpha }}(1-\frac{1}{1-\alpha }\ln \left[ {\left( {\frac{M_\eta }{\mu +1}} \right)^{1-\alpha }\left( {\frac{\delta _P }{\gamma }} \right)^{\alpha (\mu +1)}\frac{(1+\rho /\delta _P )\alpha ^{\alpha }}{\underline{\eta }\rho }A} \right]}{A^{\frac{2}{1-\alpha }}} \end{aligned}$$

The ratio \(\bar{{D}}/\bar{{B}}\) increases if \(\left( {\bar{{D}}/\bar{{B}}} \right)_A^{\prime } >0\) or, in terms of (79), if
$$\begin{aligned} 0<A<e^{1-\alpha }\;A_c =A_{cr}, \end{aligned}$$

                    (80)
                

and decreases if \(A>A_{cr} \), which proves statement (ii) of Corollary 3.
(80) gives us the second formula of (60) and concludes the proof of Corollary 3.\(\square \)
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